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ALL WORK MUST BE DONE IN BLUE BOOK!  All problems worth 10 points except #3 (15 pts) 
  

1. Three parallel wires carry a current of 2.7 A.  The outside two have currents that 
move in the same direction, while the middle one flows in the opposite 
direction.  The spacing between each wire is 0.1 m.  
a) Determine the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field 2 cm to the right of the right-most 

wire 
b) Determine the magnitude and direction of the magnetic force on the middle wire due to the 

presence of the two outside wires  
 
2. A ray of light is incident on a circular piece of glass with index of refraction 1.39.  
 

a) If the incident angle is 40°, determine the angle the ray makes upon exiting the 
glass (with respect to the normal) 

b) Determine the incident angle that will yield total internal reflection.   Will the light 
ray ever leave the glass?  Explain! direction of the magnetic field 2 cm to the right 
of the right-most wire 

 
 
3. Design a circuit that has 4 resistors (3,5,7, and 9 Ω’s)  and a 12 V power supply that: 

a) Yields the minimum current leaving the battery.  Calculate this current. 
b) Yields the maximum current leaving the battery.  Calculate this current. 
c) Yields the maximum current through the 3 Ω resistor (and is a different circuit from your other 

answers.)  Calculate this current.   
 
4. In a brief essay describe the concept of a field.  Specifically, what is a field, why is the concept 

useful/necessary, how is the concept used in physics, and what are the differences and similarities 
among the fields you have studied in physics 

 
 
5. Two positively charged plates, each with individual e-fields of 125 

V/m are situated at right angles as shown.  The dotted line bisects 
the angle between the plates, and the distance between points a and 
b is 5 cm. 
a) Is point b at a higher or lower potential than point a?  Explain! 
b) Using the concept of path-independence, determine the potential 

difference between a and b: Vb - Va,( i.e. take a different path!)  

θi 
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PICK TWO ONLY!!!!  One additional may be done for up to 7.5 points of extra credit (10% of the 
total test grade).  Please indicate which problem, if any, is your choice. 

 
6. A car and ambulance approach each other traveling at the same speed.  The ambulance is sounding a 

siren that has a frequency of 1250 Hz.  
a) If the driver of the car hears a frequency that is 15% higher, how fast are the car and ambulance 

moving? 
b) What frequency will the driver of the car hear after the ambulance passes him? 

 
7. A sound source radiates with a power of 120 W. 

a) Calculate the intensity and sound level of the sound 3.0 m from the source.  
b) How far must you be from the source in order for the sound level to drop by 15 dB? 

 
8. A 0.15 kg mass undergoes horizontal SHM on a spring with spring constant 700 N/m.  The total 

energy of the system is 15.0 J.  
a) Determine the amplitude, period, and frequency of the motion. 
b) What is the position of the mass when it has a velocity equal to 1/10th of its maximum speed in 

the positive x-direction? (The direction of increasing stretch) 
 
9. A guitar string has a fundamental frequency of 440 Hz.  If it is 0.75 m long with a tension of 300 N, 

a) Determine the linear mass density of the string. 
b) An increase in temperature causes the sting to slacken, with a frequency drop of 10%. What is the 

new tension in the string? 
 
10. Two capacitors with the same capacitance are connected in parallel to a 120 V power supply.  

a) If the total stored energy is 190 mJ, what is the capacitance of each capacitor? 
b) If the capacitors are discharged and re-connected in series, what will the new total stored energy 

in the circuit be? 
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